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Wanting to learn more about Islam, Louise Kenton applies to work her gap year in Somalia, where she meets Haasim who, unbeknown to
her, is a member of a terrorist group. Louise is persuaded to attend the groups meetings where, over several months, she is brainwashed
with their warped ideals. Back at home, Louise appears to be the same woman as the person that left, but her heart and soul have been
ripped out, replaced with hatred for the country that raised her. Fully recruited into the group, Louise is given her first task. She meets Adam,
a Labour MP, and they fall in love. Adam is made minister, and a pregnant Louise is tasked with an attack on Adam’s department. She is
then tasked with taking part in another atrocity, a much bigger one with a plan for maximum casualties. A visit to her close friend, Millie,
changes everything. Millie had seen CCTV images and becomes suspicious. Responding to Millie’s suspicions, Louise finally realises that
her actions were wrong and that Islam is a loving and caring religion. Louise visits an Imam, whose advice sets her on a new path and she
commits the rest of her life making amends for the evil deeds she had been brainwashed into committing. Adam is promoted to Home
Secretary and throws his hat in the ring for Prime Minister. When this happens, the group put pressure on Louse to plant a device in Number
10. Her refusal is met with threats to her children. As the pressure builds, will Louise buckle and agree to one last act? Or will she finally
come to her senses?
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Chinese edition of On Beulah Height by Reginald Hill. Hill is the winner in 1995 of the Crime Writers' Association Cartier Diamond Dagger for
Lifetime Achievement. This novel features the detectives Andrew Dalziel, Peter Pascoe and Edgar Wield. BBC turned it into the successful
series Dalziel and Pascoe. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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From the New York Times bestselling author of Sleeping in the Ground comes this brilliantly nuanced short story collection of twenty
stories—most never before published in the US, and one of them an Edgar winner—which also features three Inspector Banks tales. Peter
Robinson pens thrilling tales rich with keen observations, pitch perfect dialogue, and shocking plot twists that have fascinated readers all over
the world and made him one of the greatest suspense novelists alive. His acclaimed novels featuring Detective Inspector Alan Banks rank
among the most celebrated police procedural series in modern fiction. In Not Safe After Dark and Other Stories, Robinson showcases once
again his extraordinary talents with a collection of twenty stories, including three featuring Inspector Banks. In “Going Back”, Inspector
Banks’ trip to celebrate his parents’ Golden Anniversary reveals how evil can wear many disguises. In the Edgar Award-winning “Missing in
Action”, the disappearance of a young boy in the early days of WWII sparks a mob mentality with chilling results. “Innocence” captures the
desperate plight of a man trapped by a set of coincidences that derail his life and lead him down a path he was destined to travel. The title
story, Not Safe After Dark, is an exhilarating tale with a sudden conclusion that will leave readers’ hearts pounding. Not Safe After Dark and
Other Stories deftly explores the darkest edges of humanity in which everyday people must commit desperate acts as they face fear,
temptation, and impulses too irresistible to control. “American readers who know Robinson only through his nine Inspector Banks novels are
in for a treat. . . . The finish throughout is faultless.”—Kirkus Reviews Publisher's note: Peter Robinson is both a widely acclaimed and
internationally bestselling novelist and an Edgar-winning author of short stories. This special edition of Not Safe After Dark collects 20 of his
finest short stories -- previously published in different editions under the same title, but never before available in its entirety in the US. The
new Not Safe After Dark is a publication to be celebrated by Robinson fans and newcomers alike.

'Five stars' Amazon reviewer 'What a read!' Amazon reviewer 'I was engrossed right from the start and read it in one
long, very satisfied sitting' Amazon reviewer THE BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF WITH OUR BLESSING AND BENEATH
THE SURFACE RETURNS WITH A BRAND NEW SERIAL-KILLER THRILLER. The inspector frowned and examined
the earth under the trees. As he scanned the glade, his stomach lurched. One, two, three, four. Five, counting the mound
of earth disturbed under the tent. Somebody had cleared the earth of its natural layer and sown their own flowers In five
places Five graves A young woman, Fiona Holland, has gone missing from a small Irish village. A search is mounted, but
there are whispers. Fiona had a wild reputation. Was she abducted, or has she run away? A week later, a gruesome
discovery is made in the woods at Ireland's most scenic beauty spot - the valley of Glendalough. The bodies are all
young women who disappeared in recent years. D.I. Tom Reynolds and his team are faced with the toughest case of
their careers - a serial killer, who hunts vulnerable women, and holds his victims captive before he ends their lives. Soon
the race is on to find Fiona Holland before it's too late. . . 'Deft plotting and expert handling of tension make for an
intelligent mystery' Guardian
A thrilling history of MI9—the WWII organization that engineered the escape of Allied forces from behind enemy lines
When Allied fighters were trapped behind enemy lines, one branch of military intelligence helped them escape: MI9. The
organization set up clandestine routes that zig-zagged across Nazi-occupied Europe, enabling soldiers and airmen to
make their way home. Secret agents and resistance fighters risked their lives and those of their families to hide the men.
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Drawing on declassified files and eye-witness testimonies from across Europe and the United States, Helen Fry provides
a significant reassessment of MI9’s wartime role. Central to its success were figures such as Airey Neave, Jimmy
Langley, Sam Derry, and Mary Lindell—one of only a few women parachuted into enemy territory for MI9. This astonishing
account combines escape and evasion tales with the previously untold stories behind the establishment of MI9—and
reveals how the organization saved thousands of lives.
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Operation Protective Edge, launched in early July 2014, was the third major Israeli assault on the Gaza Strip in six years.
It was also the most deadly. By the conclusion of hostilities some seven weeks later, 2,200 of Gaza’s population had
been killed, and more than 10,000 injured. In these pages, journalist Mohammed Omer, a resident of Gaza who lived
through the terror of those days with his wife and then three-month-old son, provides a first-hand account of life on-theground during Israel’s assault. The images he records in this extraordinary chronicle are a literary equivalent of Goya’s
“Disasters of War”: children’s corpses stuffed into vegetable refrigerators, pointlessly because the electricity is off; a
family rushing out of their home after a phone call from the Israeli military informs them that the building will be obliterated
by an F-16 missile in three minutes; donkeys machine-gunned by Israeli soldiers under instructions to shoot anything that
moves; graveyards targeted with shells so that mourners can no longer tell where their relatives are buried; fishing boats
ablaze in the harbor. Throughout this carnage, Omer maintains the cool detachment of the professional journalist,
determined to create a precise record of what is occurring in front of him. But between his lines the outrage boils, and we
are left to wonder how a society such as Israel, widely-praised in the West as democratic and civilized, can visit such
monstrosities on a trapped and helpless population.
Simplified Chinese edition of An American Marriage
Chinese edition of "Eragon (Inheritance, Book 1)," story of a mythical dragon. Nominated for American Library
Association 2003 Best Books for Young Adults Award.
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She knew what he wrote . . . One little word that made her feel both cheated and beloved. One word that changed
everything. MINE. On a chilly morning in the Northwest Iowa town of Blackhawk, Dr. Lucas Hudson is filling in for the
vacationing coroner on a seemingly open-and-shut suicide case. His own life is crumbling around him, but when he
unearths the body of a woman buried in the barn floor beneath the hanging corpse, he realizes this terrible discovery
could change everything. . . . Years before Lucas ever set foot in Blackhawk, Meg Painter met Dylan Reid. It was the
summer before high school and the two quickly became inseparable. Although Meg’s older neighbor, Jess, was the safe
choice, she couldn’t let go of Dylan no matter how hard she tried. Caught in a web of jealousy and deceit that spiraled
out of control, Meg’s choices in the past ultimately collide with Lucas’s discovery in the present, weaving together a taut
story of unspoken secrets and the raw, complex passions of innocence lost.
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Cincinnati Magazine taps into the DNA of the city, exploring shopping, dining, living, and culture and giving readers a ringside seat on the
issues shaping the region.
"First published in eBook in 2015 by Bookouture"--Copyright page.
'Tense and cop-savvy.' Phil Rickman 'If you like Agatha Christie, Patricia Cornwall and Gillian Flynn, you'll love The Truth Will Out.' Mari Ellis
Dunning A gripping thriller perfect for fans of Gillian Flynn, S.J. Watson, B A Paris and Sophie Hannah
A terrible crime. No obvious motive. Banks is on the case. 'Top-notch police procedure' - Jeffery Deaver A shocking mass murder occurs at a
wedding in a small Dales church and a huge manhunt follows. Eventually, the shooter is run to ground and things take their inevitable course.
But Banks is plagued with doubts as to exactly what happened outside the church that day, and why. Struggling with the death of his first
serious girlfriend and the return of profiler Jenny Fuller into his life, Banks feels the need to dig deeper into the murders, and as he does so,
he uncovers forensic and psychological puzzles that lead him to the past secrets that might just provide the answers he is looking for. When
the surprising truth becomes clear, it is almost too late.

Traditional Chinese edition of How I Learned to Understand the World
A strangled prostitute, laid out on a prize-winning fairway. A stabbed pensioner, found wasting away in a rubbish-strewn house.
And a brutally murdered banker, his expensive car sabotaged en route to a plush home. All three have suffered the slings and
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arrows of outrageous fortune, something DCI Kenny Gillespie knows all about. It’s certainly bad luck that the Edinburgh detective
picked today to tell his wife about his recent affair. But with Scotland’s capital city falling into lawlessness and a rabid media
calling for his head, Gillespie has much more to worry about than just who has blood on their hands. And with a boss who cares
more about his golf average than the body count and a rookie partner who knows more about coffee than he does about crime, the
detective has never felt more of an outsider. That’s just the way he likes it. Slings & Arrows is a fast-paced psychological thriller
that pulls at the edges of a fraying society. Twisty, turny Scottish crime to thrill fans of Rankin, May and McDermid.
Sleeping in the GroundHodder Paperbacks
When he stopped a serial killer in his tracks the year before, DS Kevin Coupland had thought that would be the end of it, little
realising his own personal nightmare has only just begun. A child’s body is discovered in a sports bag, kicking off a major
investigation for Salford Precinct’s murder squad. Soon the National Crime Agency roll into town and Coupland is under strict
instructions to play nice. He’s got enough on his plate to worry about politics. A shock discovery in his personal life is starting to
take its toll, causing him to make decisions that bring him to the attention of the powers that be for all the wrong reasons. DS Alex
Moreton returns from maternity leave to find her partner deeply troubled, but with a cold case to review she’s in no position to
prevent him hitting the self-destruct button. As he hunts down the child’s killer Coupland is forced to reflect upon his own life and
find an answer to a question he’s long been avoiding… From best-selling author Emma Salisbury comes a gripping warts and all
police procedural which will hook fans of Angela Marsons and Ed James.
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